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Rising Inequality and Social Spending

But what is…?

Social benefits People who 

are retired, disabled, cannot 

find work, or do not earn 

money for other reasons can 

qualify for  social benefit 

payments.

Pensions provide people with

an income after they retire

from their job and no longer

earn a regular income.

Disincentives arise when

economic policies have

undesirable effects (e.g. if high

taxes which are required to

pay for social welfare systems

end up discouraging people

from looking for work).

Incentives An incentive

motivates an individual to

perform an action. What

motivates an individual to

work? What motivates a

person to pursue a post high-

school degree? What helps an

employer hire more workers?

The Gini Coefficient is a

common measure of inequality

that calculates the distribution

of income.
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What is a social welfare system? How do unemployment

benefits, pensions and health care promote (or constrain)

social welfare?
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What impact do social welfare programs have on growth

and employment? Is inequality rising in your chosen

country? Is it an impediment to growth?
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What are some of the pros and cons of universal vs.

targeted welfare systems, generous vs. less generous

social systems?

After World War II, many countries adopted policies that aimed

to reduce poverty and inequality by providing universal social

welfare benefits like health care, unemployment insurance, and

more. For a time, these programs succeeded as many countries

enjoyed both rising living standards and a narrowing of

inequalities. But in recent years inequality has become an issue

in many countries, and many social welfare programs have

come to be viewed as unaffordable and in need of reform. What

conditions should social welfare systems meet to withstand the

challenges of the 21st century global economy?

How do different stakeholders contribute to the social

welfare system? Do employees and employers both make

payments? Are the programs administered by the state or

private sector? Is it insurance or direct assistance?

How have demographic trends evolved since these

programs were created? What bearing will demographics

have on the future?
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How does your chosen country pay for its social welfare

system? Are certain types of taxes better than others for

promoting growth and equality? How can entrepreneurship

be rewarded without endangering the social contract?
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How are pensions and health care funded in your chosen

country? What sorts of reforms could improve social welfare

outcomes in a sustainable way?

In what ways can social programs be an incentive or

disincentive to economic activity (hiring workers, looking for

a job, tax burden on companies and households)?

What role does the Europe 2020 strategy play in terms of

social policy in your chosen country?
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Questions? DELEGATION-USA-EUROCHALLENGE@eeas.europa.eu Euro Challenge Google Plus Community  

http://www.euro-challenge.org/index.php
mailto:DELEGATION-USA-EUROCHALLENGE@eeas.europa.eu
https://plus.google.com/communities/111897367028044655111

